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FOREST NEWS
A news letter at last. I’m sorry for you having to had to wait so long for this one but as I said before house
building comes before caving in the Bailey household this year. The other excuse I have is that people who
promise articles and then don’t send them in doesn’t help.
WIGPOOL IRON MINE
John Hine visited the mine recently and decided to do it in shorts. He doesn’t say how he got on
underground but on the surface he got into serious difficulties in the briars surrounding Sway Hole and
ended up with some rather bloody legs. However underground at last he and his party did some exploring
in the Columbus Pit area. At the northern end of the first level, last passage on the left a fall was dug and a
stretch of level opened. This goes for some way and ended in small submerged levels with pit props in it.
The water level is low and a round trip via the tip can be made.
NEW DUNN
Oil has again been tipped down the shaft and with the water levels dropping a smelly “ Fug “ has collected
in the lower workings. This should be treated with some caution as one chap had a lungful of the stuff and
felt quite chesty for some days. ( Or maybe he is just out of condition ? )
LYDNEY PARK ESTATE
Negotiations for access have been completed. The club has permission to cave on the estate, except for the
deer park and the grounds of the house. However these can be entered but this had to be arranged
specially, single trips only, through the estate office. At the moment a visit to the roman mine is being
arranged.
The deer park can be recognised by the large fence surrounding it.
SURVEYING OLD BOW
Ian Standing and his assistant are continuing their advances in this mine, much work is now being done on
the road to Red Pit and we hope to publish the results shortly. ( If they don’t hurry up and finish it I shall
get suspicious and print scurrilous innuendos in the news letter )
SAINT ANNS WELL CAVE - CLANNA
Unfortunately house building has prevented further work in the cave by Messrs Bailey so far this year.
However Roger Solari took some Birmingham cavers in and on the way out did a quick survey, this is
published further on in the news letter.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
Descent - No 22 - August / September 1972.
Orpheus CC - News Letter and Journal.
Plymouth Caving Group - News Letter and Journal No 46.
BSA Bulletin - New Series No 7.
CRG News Letter No’s 130 and 131.
The transaction of the cave research group. Mendip cave bibliography Part II.
TRIPS
18th - 19th Nov South Wales weekend.
22nd Nov evening photo trip to Dudly Stone Mines.
WHO ‘S WHO
Who needs a potty ?
Who got together for a pee ?
Who didn’t get kissed at the barbeque ?
Who does fire walking, or was it fire rolling ?
Who’s been doing a solo trip ?
Who banged his own window ?
Who is the immigrant who doesn’t like foreigners ?
THE SEPTEMBER SOUTH WALES WEEKEND
For a change we arrived in the Swansea Valley after a long dry spell to find the caves there very low on
water, usually it pours down the week before.
On Saturday Chris Bowen, Lawrence Bailey, Chris Clark, Les Twissel and myself made our way into Dan
yr Ogof for an easy trip as none of us had been caving regularly for some time. The water was the lowest
that I had seen it, leaving great sandbanks in the main stream passage.
Chris Clark, as some of you know, is rather big and is probably the largest size of caver to get through the
Long Crawl. On the Z Bend was his greatest difficulty, long legs and a large chest made a tight fit.
However after a digging session he struggled through and we went on a sight-seeing trip to Flabergasm
Chasm then up to the rising. There we had a nosh-up watching the fresh water shrimps play about the
waters edge, another sign of low water.
We then made our way out, Chris C again enjoyed the delights of the Long Crawl. More food back at
SWCC and then to the Gwyn to listen to the latest musical porn.
On Sunday another easy trip into Ogof Ffynon Ddu I were we had a look around the waterfall series. The
water was so slow and clear that the bottom of the pots could be seen. Chris C made the mistake of trying
to keep totally dry, but with some encouragement he fell into the deepest pot which made the rest of laugh.

Roger Bailey
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HOLE No 4 BUCKSHAFT
Hole No 4 has been known for some time to be more interesting than the batter known Buckshaft Scowl
Holes. It was first noted when the early work for the water board was in progress, and a few parties have
been down since at least one reaching water level using over 200ft of ladder.
In July of this year club members were exploring these workings with Birmingham Karabiner Club and
ascending a climb found an un-descended pitch ( previously noted ) . This was descended and another
pitch, estimated at 200ft was discovered.
On July 19th two KC members, Roger Solari, myself and Heather Macdonald descended the hole, and the
pitch which proved to be very muddy was bottomed. Roger was surveyed at water level -120ft with the
two KC chaps when he noted a level 15ft up on the opposite wall for two hours a desperate juggle of
human bodies fought to reach this elusive passage and finally a ladder hung proudly down. For Roger and
myself this was the start of some desperate exploration.
What really puzzled us was which level was it ? Roger did some homework and reckoned it must be No 1 .
The only snag was that it shouldn’t be where we found it.
It would probably be tedious to describe the exploration in detail. We were faced with many obstacles and
perhaps it was stubbornness that made us persevere. Certainly the sport provided was the most difficult we
had ever faced in the Forest.
As all the Buckshaft Holes the dip is 70 degrees from the surface down. Once the rubbish is negotiated a
large chamber leads steeply down ( 100ft rope climb ) . A sharp turn and a twin shaft. We took the left
and climbed down ( 15ft ) into a steep narrow passage. Here a left turn leads into a complex series of rifts
and shafts. Straight on however is blind except for a 15ft climb which leads to the pitch ( 35ft ) .
Through a squeeze and climbing a steep slope a passage is entered which descends to the big pitch ( 125ft).
This is the start of the mud. A steep slope leads to a 35ft hanging section which lands one on a mud bridge.
It is necessary to get all the party here so as the ladder can be fed down the next section. It is not a pleasant
place.
The next 45ft is impressive, a narrow shaft opens up into a long wide rift. The floor comprises of nothing
else but deep blue water. By swinging the ladder a small ledge can be reached 15ft up but the way on is to
continue down to water and climb up into the level via the fixed ladder. The acrobatics needed for this are
unmentionable and never became ant easier. However the level had been gained and had to be explored .
To the north a hole could be traversed and a short muddy section led to another large hole.
Our attention was turned south, a hole faced us bridged with an old shaky plank. With a life-line Roger
jumped this but I confess I preferred the plank. Not an easy choice. The next hole was more difficult but
we got across. Failure meant a 15ft fall into deep water. After 50ft of level a mud fall was met. While
Roger surveyed I dug a way through. Somewhat desperate in slimy mud. A longer section of level
followed with five holes to traverse. We were stopped then by a very long hole. We tackled this by
laddering to water and Roger traversed to the next section. He explored on but was soon stopped by the
level completely disappearing.

Cont.
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To put the picture a little clearer, the body of ore here is completely vertical and had been mined similar to
deep stope workings in the Welsh Lead Mines. Enough rock had been left to support the level, well nearly
enough. Where Roger had stopped the rift continued deep below the clear blue water and high out of sight
( like OFD III ) It was unfortunate that on this trip I had chosen to wear a wet suit due to the mud. Roger
managed to persuade me to descend the ladder and swim to him and then on into the unknown. This
reluctantly I did and even Rogers enthusiasm about impressiveness did not warm me up.
A side rift was noted and after swimming about 100ft I stopped at a narrow low duck. A difficult climb up
convinced me a ladder would be needed for further progress.
It was a further two weeks before we returned to this spot, this time both in wet suits. The water level had
dropped a further six feet making the ladder 25ft free to water. We started swimming and soon reached my
duck. It was six feet up leaving ample room below. We swam on eventually being forced to climb out. An
awkward traverse led off and I let Roger continue alone. After some difficult climbing and a further swim
good level was reached, in it a cut stone wall similar to the ‘Jetty ‘ in Noxon Park. Soon the level split with
both routes ending in a fall. We both returned, swimming 400ft and climbing the ladder the bottom rung of
which only just touched water level, was exhausted and I was almost an exposure case.
This concluded exploration to the south and so we had a quick onslaught to the north. A huge hole blocked
the way on, it looked impossible and only with fantastic juggling of equipment and some do or die moves
did Roger get across. However after 15ft another hole again stopped progress and this one couldn’t be
crossed.
That was it, two arduous trips later we had the tackle out and were celebrating our first exit, before closing
time, with a welcome pint.
We had spent six evenings exploring, giving a total of 22 ½ hrs underground.
Future prospects - these are excellent as this level could go a long way. However the easiest way without
may-poling gear ( and this may not be possible to get there ) is to hope that the water levels rise enough to
swim across the holes. It’s probably the only way. As Roger did his homework I’ll include his results
which are of interest.
Shakemantle/ Buckshaft/St Annals Mine.
No I Level - 280ft OD runs north from Buckshaft for 9,300ft, connected by cross cuts to both Buckshaft
and St Annals shaft. Completed 1855. ( This is almost certainly the right altitude as we put the depth at
300ft OD - but records show no level between Buckshaft and Shakemantle)
No 2 level - 140ft OD north from Shakemantle Land shaft for 12,950ft connected to Buckshaft and St
Annals. Completed in 1876. No ore bodies shown to the rise on the miners plan, but numerous bodies to
the dip to a point some 2,250ft north of Buckshaft. Final 2,400ft to St Annals is barren.
No 3 level - minus 10ft OD north from an incline joining the Shakemantle shafts for 12.600ft. Completed
1866. Cross cut to Buckshaft. Northern 4,000ft is barren ( no connection with St Annals )
No 4 level - minus 140 OD north from Shakemantle Deep shaft for 4,900ft driven in 1893 to 1899, the later
date of abandonment of the mines.
John Elliott.
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THE REDBROOK COPPER MINE
During the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth centuries the village of Redbrook was a centre of the
copper smelting industry, at one time there were 42 furnaces at work, also stamps for crushing the ore were
in operation and even the slag from the furnaces was reconstituted into bricks.
John Coster set the works up in 1676 at an iron smelting site at upper Redbrook were he experimented with
tin plating iron and the smelting of lead, iron and copper using pit coal. However the copper side of the
business prevailed and for a number of years the trade flourished. A Swedish mine official visited England
in 1724 and wrote about financial backer, Sir Clement Clerke. Sir Clement Clerke began to smelt copper
ore from Cornwall more than 30 years ago, and John Coster was in Sir Clements employ and had brought
the process to perfection. This perfection has been born out by a recent analyses of copper slag bricks from
Redbrook and Bristol. RTZ have commented - “ Copper slag from a very efficient smelter indeed “
What interests me about the enterprise is the persistent rumour of a copper mine at Redbrook, in one
publication its failure is given as the reason behind the failure of the works. For myself I do not believe
that copper was ever mined in the Forest for the following reasons :The rocks of the Forest are sedimentary and any ores or minerals are widely distributed, as the iron ores
are. It is highly unlikely that a blob of ore was deposited just in Redbrook. This would mean that the ore
was igneous in origin, but this type of rock is not found locally.
No geological works that I have read mention any copper in the Forest. I once enquired of a prominent
local geologist of his opinion, it was “ impossible “
What is the copper mine then ? If a level exists at all it must be tied up with iron ore mining, either as a
trial or drainage adit. The Water Board takes a supply of water from Redbrook, the source is known as ‘
The Great Spring ‘ I believe it starts as a level but I have no more infor mation than that.
References :- Paper - Historical Metallurgy Group. 8th Annual conference. Redbrookeon - Wye, an early
copper producing centre By TG Grey - Davis.
Industry Before The Industrial Revolution. By William Rees, MA, D. Sc, F. SA.

Roger Bailey.
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THE SOUTH OAKWOOD LEVELS
Background information from ‘ The Haematites of the Forest of Dean and South Wales ‘ by T Franklin
Sibly.
The mine lies on the north side of Tufts brook 200 to 400 yds east of the Bream to Lydney road.
There were three adits from which headings were driven north west following the first sandstone vein. The
longest heading was 600 yds. The western most adit is blocked by a very large fall about 50 yds in. The
eastern adit is blocked by a fall about 35 ft in.
The mine appears to have produced about 13,000 tons of ore between 1870 and 1882.
Reopening of the eastern adit :The eastern most adit was chosen because it was considered to be the easiest of the three adits to reopen.
The dig commenced on 13th of September 1972. Started by Mike Howell and Phil Schwartz. Since
Wednesday evenings have been spent at the dig, on most occasions a third digger was present, Dave White.
The method of reopening is shown in the sketch below and so far we have been successful in breaking
through into the entrance side of the adit. Some timbering was necessary in order to support the sides of
the shaft which is 12 ft deep on the deepest side.
Mike Howell.
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CAVING COMMENTS

On Saturday night , 7th October , I accompanied ‘ Sparky ‘ ( Dave Parker ) on a trip to Seymours Swallet.
We met ‘ Fraz ‘ at Seymours Farm at about 8.15 pm and after about ten minutes we got the trap door open
and dropped in.
I took up the rear following the lads step for step, and with Frez pointing out the best way to move I had no
trouble. We left Sparky at his dig to bash a few lumps off, and proceeded to have a look at the main dig ,
which is at the end of the ‘ Rat Run ‘. After spending about two hours or so looking around clearing some
water from a short crawl, we heard a clanking sound, it turned out to be Sparky complete with lump
hammer, looking for us , he thought we’d gone home.
We all trundled back to where he had been rock bashing and gave a hand in clearing rocks from a previous
bang, finally making our way at about 12.30 pm . All in all I was very pleased with Seymours and the
sooner we can get young Jim down to bang a bit more out the sooner we can get back. What about it Jim.
The same morning I attended my first Rescue Practice at the Robin Hood shaft, which incidentally was my
first view of a 200ft shaft ! It looked ginormous and unfortunately or fortunately depending on how good
your nerves are, I had to leave before I got a chance to be thrust over the edge ! However , better luck next
time.
The following Wednesday evening saw a party of us, led by Ray diving feet first down into Wig pool , via
Steam hole . After viewing the many formations we neared the long crawl and found ourselves in a right
sticky mess of clay, this was where one of the Dutch lads who was with us had some fun . He was wearing
his Sunday best suede shoes , and he had an interesting time trying to keep em on .
We climbed out of Sway Hole and spent a frantic half hour trying to find our way through a mass of
brambles , however my mate Graham from Usk pounded through like a JCB and got us out OK. We had
visions of shouting for the cave rescue group ! Imagine that in the Citizen.
The Sunday of that week saw myself and Sparky on a dig at Whitecliff, between Coleford and Newland .
Having learned from Ian that it was only a grotty little hole we never the less decided to have a look at it.
On arrival all I could see was a small entrance hole about 6ft up from where we stood. We went in feet
first and backwards , and it drops about 12 - 15 ft and then divides in two. The right-hand way drops a
further 9 or 10 feet and the left about 4 ft . After some thought we decided to push the left-hand side of it
and after an hour or so I had got into a small rift with a very small chamber at floor level there is a small
hole about 15 inches across by 8 inches high. The floor of the chamber seems to be soft mud , though how
deep it is remains to be seen . I then left Sparky to have a go at it and started on the right-hand side which
again ended in mud , but requires more work to see if it does go any further. This hole may not go
anywhere at all, but the way I see it if you don’t have a go , you won’t get anywhere anyhow “ still with
me “ ?
The biggest factor being that grotting around in holes gives one some idea of what digging and hard work is
like in confined spaces .
Total time spent in there was 3 ½ hours.
I’ve also been asked the following question , when I was digging in Seymours at 12 midnight on a Saturday
night “ Is there any insanity in your family “ ? No comment !
Small sketch of Whitecliffe Hole next page.

Gordon Burch.
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